Q1/ Complete this text by using the words in brackets, then give a suitable title to it:

(varies- accidental - caused- installed on-refers to-limit ) (five only)  

Electronic protection devices (1)............. a particular type of equipment applied to electric power systems to detect abnormal conditions and initiate appropriate action to correct the abnormal condition. From time to time, disturbances in the normal operation of electric power system occur. These may be (2).............by natural phenomena, such as lightning, wind, or snow; by (3)...........means traceable to reckless drivers, inadvertent acts by plant maintenance personnel, or other acts of human beings; or by conditions produced in the system itself, such as switching surges, load swings, or equipment failure.

Protective devices must therefore be (4)............ on a power system to ensure continuity of electric service, to prevent injury to personnel, and to(5)............. damage to equipment when abnormal situations develop. Application of these devices(6)........... widely since they are applied commensurately with the degree of protection required.

Q2/ Answer the following according to the passages you studied: (five only)  

1. Who is Katherine Boudreaux?
2. What is measurement?
3. Is the computer helpful to book a flight? How?
4. What is the role of CPU in a computer?
5. Does a computer have negative influence on a student? Explain.
6. What does the term digital age mean?

Q3/ Choose the correct answer (a, b, c, or d) (five only)  

1. I like good books. I ....................bad books.
   (a. don't like  b. doesn't like  c. likes  d. loves)

2. Some segments of your hard drive ....................corrupt
   (a-was  b-are  c- is  d- were)
3. During my last summer holidays, my parents.....me on a language course to London.
(a. sending  b. send  c.sent  d. will sending )

4. The official World Cup website--------------a record number of hits last week.
(a. scored  b.score  c. was scoring  d. is scoring)

5. When you--------------- your credit card information, go to the next screen.
(a. have entered  b.are entering  c.enter  d. will enter).

6. When I think........on my youth, I wish I had studied harder.
(a. about  b. forward  c.out  d. back)

Q4/Do as required: (five only) (10 marks)

1. Negate the following sentence: (The students tried to study hard.)

2. Write a zero conditional sentence.

3. Turn the following into indirect speech : (He said , "I'm going to the cinema.")

4. Write a simple statement with present progressive tense.

5. Give a synonymous for these two words: (CPU - peripherals)

6. Put these words in meaningful sentence (specialist – efficient)

Q5/ Turn the following active sentences into passive. (five only) (10 marks)

1. The dog bit the boy.

2. She slammed on the brakes as the car sped downhill.

3. The committee is considering action on the bill.

4. The researchers will publish their results in the next issue of the journal.

5. They built that skyscraper in 1934.

6. They are repairing the streets this month.

Q6/ Put the following idioms in meaningful sentences: (five only) (10 marks)

1- of two minds  2- out of the blue  3- in the red
4- a white lie  5- a lemon  6- a piece of cake

……………………GOOD LUCK……………………